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BEF Backing Aid Increase
By Juliette Torrez
Student leaders from New Mexico's universities are pleased with
recommendations made Thursday
by the Board of Educational Finance
which would increase financial aid,
leave tuition levels to the boards of
regents and increase faculty and
staff salaries by 12 percent.
,
Marty Esquivel, director of the
Associated Students of New Mexico, said the BEF recommendation
to increase financial aid by $1.7 million was "fantastic,''
~'Undoubtedly it's going to be put
to good use," said Esquivel, student
body president at the University of
New Mexico. "Now I just hope that
the Legislature will back it."
ASNM approved a resolution at
its convention last month supporting
BEF recommendations on financial
aid:
Student representation from five
of the state's univers.ities made a.
"good impression" on the BEF,
said Wayne Propst, Eastern New
Me~ico University student body
president.
"I think it scared some people,
too," he said. "A Jot of the administration in the state arc not too happy
about students being involved in
education, which is ridiculous.''
"I think the BEF and other mem·
bers of the state government are impressed Witb the unity that ASNM is
displaying," said Esquivel, ''We
had five student body presidents
there and about 20 students total. I
think that said a lot for student in·
tcrest and concern about higher
education."
The BEF recommendation is a
five-year plan to alleviate the unmet
financial aid total of $8.6 million by
expanding need-based programs by
20 percent. If passed by the state
Legislature, work study will in-

crease by $296,800, the state student incentive grant will increase by
$548, 184 and scholarships based on
academic merit and/or student need
will increase by about $875,556,
The BEF also approved funding
for pnysician, nursing and
osteopathic .student-loans,
"It's a good idea to increase that
amount of money, but I disagree that
it has to be totally merit-oriented,"
said Esquivel. "There is room for
both."
The recommendation results from
a BEF study presented by BEF staff
member Porlirio Diaz on unmet student financial aid in New Mexico.
"lt's encouraging to know that
we have people in the state who are
concerned about student accessibility to higher education," Esquivel
said.
The financial aid proposal is a

''good, sensible plan,'' said Propst,
a student voting member on the
BEF. ''I think the unmet financial
aid figure is higher than that but I
understand the data the BEP has
available is .limited right now. It's a
very conservative figure.''
The BEF also approved a recommendation to shift the responsibility
of setting tuition rates to individual
boards of regents. The recommendation is aligned with tbe stance
of the Higher Education Re.Evaluation Committee, which is
comprised of state legislators, who
approved the same proposal
Tuesday,
Esquivel said if the biU was passed, ASNM would lobby regents for
an incremental tuition increase of 5
percent each year for five years. The

continued on page 3

Christmas Book Bargains
Available At UNM Press
By Ben Neary
Through Saturday, the University of New Mexico Press is selling slightly
damaged and over-stocked books at 50 percent to 90 percent off the regular
price and offering 20 percent off on the rest of their stock.
"It's our annual Christmas sale," said Carol Myers, UNM Press sales
manager. ''We've got about 200 titles that are what we call hurt books. We
also have 55 titles out there that arc new books ..• they've neverbeen sold
and returned or dropped on 'the floor... .
.. . .
. · · ~-,- ·· ·· '·
Myers said. the UNM Press currently prints 375 different titles. "One of
our big things is Southwest regional books," she said. "We also have a
·scholarly emphasis on anthropology and Latin America. But ill this kind of
sale, where people are buying books to send them to friends and relatives for
Christmas, our sales are 8R'atest in regional books. They want anything from
books that tell about the regional history of New Mexico to regional cookbooks.
••our authors come from all over the world," Myers said. "We do of
course have many faculty authors. Most of the regional books come from
authors who live in the Southwest."

'I

..

Rol•ndo DeLeon demonstrates the art.ofSpanish ironwork as
ha ShiiiHfS • cooking utensil during • demonstration spon·
solfld by the MallWIIII Mu..,m of Anthropology earlier this
wHat. At his lhop In S.nta Fe, DeLeon is one of only a few
artiSIInl who follows the age•old Hispanic blat:klmithing
continulld 011 page 6 tradition.

Scientist Studies Comet as Cause,
. of Dinosaur Extinction
'

By David

p,..,..,

Dsvid Thoma•~ Hnlor
for,,. New Nle1tlt:o MuHum til Nlltllral History, check• vertebrae_ from Inside the skeletal
replit:ll of a stegouurus~ a dlnouur that 1/tllld 1tl0 million ,...,. IIIlO· Thomas constructl full sale skeletons from cssts
made of the oritlnal dlnouut bones.

Gome~

Oliver Wendell Jones, a resident
of Bloom County, has determined
through scientific calculations that
Halley's Comet Will strike the earth
in April, causing the end of life as we
know it.
_ Such an event may actually have
happened some 65 million years
ago, bringing the long reign of the
dinosaurs over the Earth to a cold,
dark end, said a University of New
Mexico astrophysicist.
''It's unlikely the dinosaurs died
in one day/' said Dr. Jack Bums.
..It was probably spread over hundreds of thousands of years."
He said the impact of a giant comet may have resulted in a worldwide
climate change similar to the nuclear
winter scenario predicted by some
scientists.
Bums said the theory. is based
upon three recent discoveries ~ the
discovery in 1980 of a worldwide
layer of the heavy metal irridiunt
beneath the earth's surface, geolo·
gical evidence ofimpact, and unco·
vered signs ofa great connagration.
_ .Luis W. AlVarez, the 1968 Nobel
Prizewinner for physics, and his son
discovered a layer of irridium in
rock 65 million years old, said
Bums. Since meteorites are known
to be very rich in the metal, some
scientists speculated that the wide·
spread deposits may have resulted
from the breakup of a comet

continued on P•li• 3
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It's That Time of Year Again ...

By Associated Press

--------------------~-------------------------

Agents Sentenced In Greenpeace Case
AUCKLAND, New Zealand~ This nation's high·
est judge sentenced two French secret agents to .10
years in prison Friday for manslaughter in the bombing
of the Grecnpcace flagship Rainbow Warrior. He said
the punishment was meant to deter terrorism.
Maj. Alain Maf~rt, 35, and Capt, l)omin.ique
Prieur, 36, also received seven years each for willful
damage to the ship, which was blown up and sunk in
Auckland Harbor on July 10,
''The courts must make it plain that persons coming
into this country cannot expect a short holiday at the
expense of the government and return home as
heroes," said Sir Roland Davison, chief justice of the
Auckland High Court.
Davison ordered that the sentences be served con·
currently.
The Rainbow Warrior was sunk by mines and a
Grecnpeace photographer, Fernando Pereira of the
Nethedands, was killed in the blast,
Greenpeace had sent the ship to New Zealand to lead
n protest flotilla against French nuclear tests in the

Mururoa Atoll. in the South Pacific.
Brad Giles, one of three defense lawyers for ·the
agents, told reporters it is "much too early" to talk
about whether there will be an appeal, "We must sit
down and assess it in a quiet and reasoned way." The
defendants have 10 days to appeal.
They would be eligible for parol<> after serving five
years.
The two French agents stood impassively in the
~ock a~· the sentence was pronounced. They were
Jmmedmtely led through a trapdoor in the floor to cells
below the courtropm. They were then taken by police
van back to the pnson where they have been held since
their an-est.
During the hearing earlier this month, Solicitor
General Paul Neazor told the court that the agents were
n.ot personally ,responsible for the placing of exploSives on the sh1p and had no intention to kill,
He Sfiid the identities of the persons who plant_ed the
explos1ves on the hull of the Rainbow Warrior had not
been established,
·

Tests Continue For Proposed Telescope
TUCSON, Ariz. - A federal
official says tests continue to deter·
mine the best of mountaintop sites in
Arizona and Flawaii proposed for a
huge tcl~scopc, but environmentalists suspect a selection aleady has
been made.
Paul Pierce, director of the Coalition for the Preservation of Mount
Graham, said this week there were
indications that the $100 million
project would go to 13 ,800-foot
Mauna Kea in Hawaii instead of
I 0, 700-foot Mount Graham, located
ncar Safford and about 50 miles
northwest of here.
The federal official in charge of
choosing a location for the project
said tests will continue well into
1986.

"A decision is not going to be
coming soon. I can't say when it will
be," said Jacques Beckers, associate director of the advanced de·
velopment program for the National
Optical Astronomy Observatories.

but that there has been no announcement because selection of the
Hawaiian site ''would certainly
damage the projects of other tele·
scope developments" proposed for
Mount Graham.

. The 15·metcr NNTT, providing it
is funded, would be built in the
1990s.
Coalition members and other environmentalists contend that the
Mount Graham summit area is a uni·
que high-mountain ecosystem that
serves as a home to many species of
animals and as a haven to hikers and
others.
Pierce said he and other coalition
members suspect the Mount Graham
no longer is under active condition

Pierce said he and other members
of the coalition have no way of pro·
ving that a decision already has been
made.
The U.S. Forest Service is writing
an environmental impact report ana·
lyzing the likely effects of largescale telescope installations on the
mountaintop. The report, scheduled
for public release next spring, will
determine whether construction of
telescopes will be allowed on the
mountain.

Put The Campus
In A Mailbox

Federal Authorities Charge A
Navy Analyst With Espionage
WASHINGTON - Federal authorities on Thursday charged a civi·
!ian counterintelligence analyst for
the Navy with espionage, saying he
had delivered national defense docu·
ments to a foreign government for
''large amounts of money,''
Two federal sources said the gov·
emment was believed to be Israel,
outside whose embassy Jonathan J.
Pollard, 31, of Washingto11, was
arrested, One source said it was be·
lieved Pollard was trying to enter the
embassy to seek political asylum in
an effort to get away from the FBI.
In papers filed in U.S. .District
Court, authorities said Pollard told
federal agents he had delivered
documents and writings relating to
the national defense to an ugent of a
foreign government last Friday.
The authorities said that on Tuesday, U.S. agents obtained a suitcase
bearing Pollard's name.
"The defendant was not authorized to possess or retain these docu·
ments outside of his place of em·
ployment," the government said,
"Defendant has stated to the~agcnts
that this suitcase contains highly
. classified documents and inforrna-

U.S, Magistrate Patric)c J.
Attridge ordered Pollard held without bail pending a hearing next
Wednesday.
Assistant U.S, Attorney Harry A,
Benner requested no bail because he
said Pollard had traveled outside the
United States twice in the recent past
and "shows some intent to flee."
Sources who declined to be identified said Pollard had been a counterintelligence analyst with the Naval Investigative Service since Octo·
ber 1984. They said FBI agents had
found a broad range of classified
documents in either his house, his
car or his briefcase.
Pollard did not work on Middle
East affairs and the sources would
not immediately say what besides
the location of his arrest led them to
believe he may have been taking the
material for Israel.
Gabi Raubitschck, secretary to
the press counselor at the Israeli
embassy, said, "The only thing I
can tell you right know is we're
aware of the fact someone was de·
tained this morning in front of the
embassy."

Soviet Ship Fires Three Warning
Shots At Japanese Fishing Boat
TOKYO -A Soviet minesweeper fired three warning shots across the
~ow of~ small Japanese fi~~ing boat that accidentally brushed against it in
mternat1~n~l waters, a Manl!me Safety Agency spokesman said Friday. No
one was InJured.
Spokesman Keiji Tame said the shots were fired Thursday night across the
bow of the 8.5-ton fishing boat, Aiko Maru, which carried three crewmen.
Tame gave this account ofthe shooting, which he said occurred. in the
Tsushima Straits, about 12 miles northwest of the Japanese island of Iki.
The anchor chain of the fishing boat became entangled whh the anchor
chain of the 650-ton, Natya-class minesweeper, identified by the agency as
the Vychegda. Anchors are used to stabilize ships during fishing operations.
When Capt. Aiji Higuchi of the Aiko Maru and the two other crew
members tried to free the chains, the boat brushed against the minesweeper.
The Soviet vessel fired three shots, and Higuchi quickly cut the anchor chain
and moved away from the minesweeper.
The fishing boat left the area and safely returned to the port of Izuhara on
Tsushima Island between Korea and Japan, Two maritime agency patrol
vessels were dispatched to the site and tried to contact the Soviet vessel
which did not answer its radio calls.
'
Tame said Soviet vessels arc often seen in the area, one ofthe Soviet Far
East Fleet's strategic routes for access to the Pacific Ocean and the South
China Sea.
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Students who correctly complete information on their card
should be able to complete registration in l 0 minutes, she said.
Pre-registration runs from
Nov. 25 to Nov. 27 and resumes

However, students who wait
until the third week to withdraw
will receive 40 percent of their
tuition instead of the 60 percent
refund allowed in the past,
The refund schedule for students who withdraw before the
first week is still!()() percent, 90
percent before the second week
and 80 percent before the third
week,
Students who wait until the
fourth week to withdraw will receive a 20 percent refund instead
of 30 percent. After the fourth
week, no percentage of tuition is
refunded to students,
Pre-registered students will be
disenrolled unless they pay tuition or obtain a tuition clearance
by Dec. ,20,
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Those student$· wet¢. targeted
J>ecausc a .significant amo!lnt of
'telephone registration frir them have registered by mail in •.
some st!ldent~ enrolling in .· the pa~t and could find the.ser,
$p.ring ~enie$ter courses· js · ex. vice convenielil, Miller ~aid,
peeled t() begin .this semester at
"We want l.o see what the
the UniveJ"Sity of N!lw Mexico intllresf Is and see wharkln.d qf
o!l all expcrim\lnt;tl basis..
respo11se WI' get .."shll said•
Maureen Miller, .associate
The tl\fget gt<i\lp :niay still
¢gistrar oft he Office ofAdmis- registllr in person ·or ~Y mail,
.sions and Recon:Js, said all\fget
a~cording to lnsttuctl()ps the
· .gro!Jp for the. experimellt !XJh.•
group will receive: · · ·
· sis!$1Jf sr;udents who ·were enrolled ill tbe falli98S semester
T~lepl!<ine registration rons
in. graduttte and.. tn.edical from. Dec. 9 tl) Jan, 17 e;~ch
schQrils. ·
weekday from 1. p.m. to 5 p:m.
By Jim

Wiesen

Continuous registration begins
Dec, 9 for new students and stu.dents who failed to pre-register.
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increase, known as the "Five by
Five Plan," was approved· by
ASNM last month.
"The decision to give control of
tuition to the boards of regents is
going to free us up to lobby on financial aid and institutional standards,''
said EsquiveL "It's more time than
we could have if we had to battle
with tuition."
Propst agreed the tuition level
shift to the regents will allow students to lobby for other priorities.
"In a way it kind of scares me," he
said, "but not any more than giving
it (the responsibility of setting tui·
tion) ·to the Legislature to decide.
''It cuts down on the amount of
lobbying we have to do," Propst
said. ''It is a lot easier to put pressure
on people at your own campus."
But Propst said students have not
seen the last of the legislatively con,
trolled tuition level. "I think the
Legislature is going to give that up
reluctantly," he said.
The BEF also approved a 12percent increase for faculty and staff
.~alaries paid from the Instructional

and General funding formula.
ASNM proposed to lobby for a 12
percent increase last month, The
BEF approved Wednesday a $12
student fee increase to pay for a
proportional salary increase for staff
salaries generated from student fees.

"I was expecting them to ignore
most of our proposals, like HERC
did," said Propst. He said the 12
percent increase for faculty and staff
salaries was one of the most important proposals adopted by the BEF,
"because that is what ASNM
wanted, for one thing. I thought it
went very well; _a hell of a lot better
than l expected."
Both Propst and Esquivel, who
met with Gov. Toney Anaya Tuesday, agreed that the Legislature
should approve a tax increase for
education.
"Definitely, that is the only way
to get ourselves out of the mess we
arc in now without burdening a par·
ticular segment of the population,''
said Propst. "A lot of legislators
seem to think that students need to
pay for the mess through tuition in·

creases and cuts in financial aid
·
'
which is absurd,
"the responsibility-for education
is statewide," Propst said,
Esquivel said the state's educa·
tion is "going to depend on what
kind of taX: increase" there is going
to be, "The governoris proposing a
$250 million tax increase, and if that
were to go through, I think education in the state would get a fair
shake.
"If they (the Legislature) didn't
have a tax increase this year the state
is ,goi~g to be hu':'ing," Esquivel
saJd, The state wlil be a financial
mess .. "

sion left no crater and leveled a
forest of trees, said Burns.
Burns speculates a huge comet
weighing a billion-billion pounds
may have smashed into the earth at a
speed of 350,000 miles an hour creating a huge fireball that rose
above the atmosphere, carrying with
it great amounts of soot, dust and
debris.
He said the energy released by
such an impact would be equivalent
to 100,000 times the energy contained in all lhe nuclear weapons in
existence.
The subsequent darkening of the
skies would have disrupted plant

Esquivel said he is "99 percent
sure" there is going to be. a tax increase. "But the key is actually
going to be how much that tax increase is."

photosynthesis, killing the food
wurce for herbivorous dinosaurs.
.I:Siirns said many of the larger dinosaurs may have consumed up to
seven tons of vegetable matter each
day.
Burns will give two lectures on
"Comets and Dinosaur Extinction"
today at8 p.m. and9p.m. inRegener Hall, located on Redondo Drive
between Ferris Engineering Center
and the psychology building.
An open house willfollow the lectureS at the campus observatory, up
the hill from the intersection of Yale
and Lomas, The observatory will be
open for viewing Halley's Comet
from 7 to 10 p.m,

''lrridium is a very rare heavy ele·
ment which is mainly thought to be
in the earth's core," Burns said.
Speaking in his office in the physics building at the corner of Yale
and Lomas, he said, "It's found
everywhere. We would probably
find some If we dig down under my
feet."
He said some quartz samples
found in the same areas as the irri·
dium show signs of "shock metammphosis," or change from heavy
impact. "Once again, this occurs af·
ter a huge explosion,'' Burns said.
· He said evidence for a comet
shower is sketchy. "We're nonure
If it was a shower or a series of
1mpacts spread overa period of afew
ZIA COMPUTERS
2505 Washington NE. 1 block SOuth ot Menaol
hundred thousand years," said
113·4602
Burns.
Recent discoveries of a layer of
"soot" in Europe and New Zealand
$
within the last couple of months
have been interpreted as signs of a
huge, high-temperature fire, Burns
said.
"It looks like a rapid buring of
Sox of 10 51/4''
trees and plants, like a giant forest
SJ49S
fire,'' he said.
Elephant SS/DD, 48 TPI diskette ;, .Pa·ior evidence of an encounter
s2 1so
Elephant SS/DD, 96 TPI diskette
'o
with a comet exists, he said, telling
s1995
of a massive explosion over Tungus•
Elephant DS/DD, 48 TPI diskette
ka, Siberia, in 1904.
s24so
Elephant DS/00, 96 TPI diskette
"Unfortunately, the area is very
While Supplies lastl
isolated,"
''The
was .__.,.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....__ _....__ _ _ _ __,
not seen forhe10said.
years,"
Thesite
explO·
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Statistics from Anaya's office in·
dicate New Mexico was ranked 47th
in per capita taxes for the 1982•83
fiscal year. In the same year, the
state ranked 44th when taxes were
figured as percentages of personal
incomes,
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Phone.. in Registration
An Option For Some

BEF------------- I

continued from page 7
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Students are assigned a date to
"control the masses," said MiJ,
Ier. "We want to provide for an
efficient .flow so students don't
have to wait in line."

after Thanksgiving bf!olak from
Dec. 2 to Dec, 6.
Spring class schedules are
available in any college advisement center or at the Registration
Center, said Miller,
The schedule of refunds for
courses dropped will change this
spring, Students will be refunded
I00 percent on 16•week courses
dropped before the end of the
second week,
In recent semesters, students
received a full ·refund only. if
courses were dropped before the
first week of school. Students
who dropped classes during the
first week were refunded 90 percent and.thosG who dropped classes in the second week received
an 80 percent refund.
Miller says the change in refunding is an incentive for students to gettheir schedules finalized by the end of the second
week.

Comet--------------

N~•------------------~--------~--------~-

City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

Pre-registration for spring
semester courses at the University of New Mexico begins
Monday.
Students may register on oraf·
ter the dates assigned to them on
their registration cards which
were mailed earlier this week,
said Maureen Miller, associate
registrar of the Office of Admissions and Records.

tion relating to the national de-

Drop by 131 Marron Hall or mail your check to:
Daily Lobo, Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Send a Daily Lobo subscription to:
Address:---~~--~--------~-----~-----

By Jim Wiesen

fense,''

Daily Lobo
Subscriptions
Now Only
$15 A Year
For just $15.00 a year, you can have
the New Mexico Daily Lobo mailed
anywhere in the United States.
Mailed everyday of the regular school
year and weekly during the summer
session. Send it to your relatives or
friends- it's easier than writing a let·
ter about what's happening at UNM.
Or send it to yourself. That's convenience! You'll be sure to get the Daily
Lobo everyday.
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BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed
.--------, ....-----......;:;........

With this (lXception, I will
agree that many of the remaining letters to the editor were opi·
nionated, often mere verbal salvos to someone else's opinion
and so on. But this is what life is
glued together with, isn't it?

I do not agree with Mark Ferrier that Margaret Randall's letter
to the editor had little to offer in
the way of new information. In
fact, this was the only opportunity I've had to read Professor
Randall's recounting of her
story.

M. Vickers
Chemistry
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Kathy Manhart, an employee from the New Mexico health department, me11sures the blood
pressure of one of the participants In Thursd11y's Grot American Smokeout, which is an
11nnu111event which gives smr~kers the opportunity and the suppr~rt to give.up smoking for 24
hours.

Greater Objectivity On Central America
thrown and murdered by a CIA- and have a more open attitude
organized coup led by Augusto toward the press and opposition
Pinochet, now the most sadistic parties than any of its neighbors.
The U.S. does not want demodictator in South America.
The .elected government of cracy in Nicaragua but rather a
regime more pliable to U.S. de·
Guatemala was overthrown in
l-'
sires and interests.
19!14 by U.S. Marines and reThe final lie and probably the ; -~'
placed with a repressive military
most damaging is that what
dictatorship which persists in
somewhat altered form even we're fighting against in Latin I·
.America is communism. The
today.
The most glaring example of peasants here have been fightattempting to destroy democra- ing for land and human rights
cy is the present war against since before Marx was even
Nicaragua. Here, the entire.coun- born. What makes socialism
try rose up against the Somoza attractive to them now is the fact '
regime, installed by the CIA and that it is the only group that has
U.S. Marines in 1926-1933, an~ promised and carried out recollectively sacrificed more than forms long overdue in their re50,000 lives during the seven- spective countries. If, in fact, they
year-long civil war. They have do decide to elect socialist leadheld what has been regarded as ers, it is their inalienable righti6
the only honest elections in the do so as that is what freedom is
area (the elections in El Salvador all about, though some Amerin 1984 were viewed by the icans have a difficult time undermajority of the international standing this.
community as fixed by the U.S.)
Chris Ruge

Change In GSA Funding Opposed
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Call our ad staff today at
277·5656 and find out
about a good advertising investment and bargain. Or stop by 131
Marron Hall, MondayFriday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

During the last year, there has
been an increasing amount of
press concerning Latin America.
Unfortunately, the vast majority
of it has been misinformation
sponsored and distributed by the
present administration. I would
hope that the media would in the
near future gather the courage to
print more factual and objective
analysis about the Central Amer"
ican reality.
One fallacy that should be corrected is that what America
wants in Latin America is "democracy." The most promising
democracies here have almost
always been opposed by the United States and subsequently
Michael Welsh overthrown and replaced by
History Department military.juntas and dictators
more understanding of U.S. economic and geopolitical interests.
Salvador Allende, elected by a
majority of Chileans, was over·
Editor:
would carry this advertisement.
Perhaps you were unaware of
I recently had the unfortunate the content of the recorded mesexperience of responding to an sage, which goes beyond freead which appears regularly in the dom of speech and constitutes
Lobo. The ad begins, "To all our harassment for any Jewish per- Editor:
Jewish friends ... " who are son who chooses to respond to
then urged to call 293-7213, for a the ad. Not only are our beliefs
The Finance Committee of the Graduate Sturecorded message.
insulted but also our spiritual fu- dent Association (GSA) recommended at the Nov.
When I called, I heard "Sha· ture is threatened. Such diatribes 9 GSACouncil meeting that the Student Research
1om," but that was the last friend- are both anti-Semitic and con· Allocations Committee (SRAC) no longer be
ly word I heard. The tape, which trary to the true message of the funded. They suggested that this money ($27 ,500
lasted several minutes, con- Christ.
in 1985/86) be returned to the individual depart·
sisted ofthreats of damnation for
ments on a prorated basis ($3 per person per
If the Lobo chooses to print semester). At first glance this may seem like a
all those who do not follow the
New Testament. Aligning with this ad again, I would encourage reasonable idea, until one realizes thatSRAC is the
Judaism was likened to falling others to call the number and only funding source for research and travel to prointo a deep and dark abyss. In leave a message. The people fessional meetings available to all graduate stubiblical language the recording who made this recording should dents. So one might ask, are research and the
presented a most current aveng· be told that this is not the proper presentation of research results at professional
ing horror, then asked my name way to increase their flock.
meetings an important part of a graduate educaand number.
tion?
Ilene Weiss
I was distressed that the Lobo
No one would deny that grad students in those
departments with a strong emphasis on research
.or participation in professional societies might
have a greater need for SRAC funding. The fact is,
however, that 38 of the 47 graduate departments
in 1983-84 and 35 in 1984-85 received SRAC funds.
In addition to its wide appeal, the fact that available SRAC funds for the fall semester this year
were long ago used up (With additional applicants
turned
away) should be an indication of its useful381400
ness and the need for such funding.
Vol. 90
No. 63
SRAC is important for many reasons. First, it
The Nilw Mexico Daily Lebo is pobfishE!'d Monday through Friday ever;r regufat Wt!Ck of the
demonstrates
to grad 5tudents that the University
On!vetsityyear. weekr'{duriHg c_losod and finalsweeks·andwcekly during thi:i surnmer SesSio_n,
by tfie Boatd of Student Publications. uf the University of New Mexico. Subscription rata Is $15
considers research an integral part of a graduate
per academic year. SBc!lrid cra:ts postage paid at Albuquerque,_ Now MEii<ico 97131.
education. Although the stipend is small (maxiha opinlon·s expressed on the editorial pages of the NewMex(co Daliy Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion fs that oF the editor- c:~nd reflects the editorial poliCy of the pa~:~er,
imum $150), the award demonstrates to other
but does not necessarily represerlt the vfows of the members· of the Daily LObO-staff.
potential research supporters that the proposed
research already has a financial commitment. InLet16ts Subl'olsslon Polley: Letters to the editor must be typed, do-obl~~spacad and no more
than 300 words. All rnallod·in ll:lftOrs must be sinned by ·the author and Include addresS arid
deed,
many granting agencies' applications specitalephone __nurnb~t. No names: will be wiihheld. The Dally Lobo does not guarantee publicaiion
fically ask what other funding has been received.
and wm etm letters for length and libelous contant.
For example, Iapproached a private corporation in
Editor. •H,., ...••••. , •••• , .._. Jo ·schilling
Sports Editor •••
Johnny M()reno
1981
and asked for $4,600 in research funding,
Mana~lng Editot ••••• ,., ....... Kelly Clark
Arts Edltor •••• ,_ •• .,, , ••• ·~. KellY RicHmond
Assoc Mg Editor •. , •••• ,., •••• Paula_ West
~ntertttinment Reporter., •• David Clemmer
pointing out that I had already obtained prelim in·
News Editor ... , H, . . . . . , ••• David Morton
Reporter~ ................ , .• David Go·rnet
ary support through the University (SRAC).
Phot<i Editor •.. '
Joe Mitcholl
RoJ)Ilrtet..... '' ' •• ' ' ••••••••• Ben Neary
SRAC funding may seem a minimal investment,
Staff PhOtos rap her ..... , •• t(a_thy Gonzal_es
Reporter., .•••• , .........
Jolieue Tottot
Staff PhotograPher •• , •• , ••• , Leonard Orllz.
Editorial Assls1ant •• , .Rtnde Weger~Thomas
but
its return to the University hiay be many times
Staff 'Pht.HO!lMPhet., •••.•.•.•• Julia Serna
Productron Mcfria~et ••.•• Craig Chds.Singei'
magnified.lf our own GSA doesn't support gradu'Copy Editor •.• , •••• , , , •.•.•••• Shari tewls
Advertising Manager ••.••. Troy Mcca~IBhd
Copy Editor......... ~ •• ,., Ceela McEiveny
ClassHied Adv MngrH •••••••••• Ky Shirley
ate research, how can we expect that private individuals
will?
Member, New Mexico Press Association
Opponents of continued SRAC funding, and
they seem to be centered prima.rily in .the Law
u

That's correct, lhls Saturday
Night Is the !.,AST CHANCJ:O
you have to see the
Phantasmagoria
Improvisational Theatre ...
... at the Vortex Theatre.

11-ZJ

Editor:

We've Lost
Our Lease!

~

IT.

Editor:

Ad Message Distressing
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Lack of Candor in Russia
Perceived Similarly Here
When the major television networkscoveredthepreliminary activities for the U.S.-Soviet summit talks last week, they went to Moscow
to interview typical Russian citizens to seek their opinions about the
state of American-Soviet relations. All commentators noted the lack
of candor on the part of the interviewees, and concluded that the
citizenry could not engage in useful political dialogue as long as a
restrictive government denied them their freedom of expression.
This makes the current controversy over Margaret Randall most
amusing. What did Tom Brokaw expect the Russian citizens to do
when the.ir leaders openly threaten punishment for dissident behavior? America cannot operate by two standards toward political
commentary: freedom for whatever persyasion {liberal or conserva·
tive) that is in vogue, and ignore counter-arguments. To do so would
deny the very basic lessons of scientific experiments: not to release
the conclusions until they have been thoroughly and rigorously
tested.
To suppose that Margaret Randall is a traitor to America, and then
criticize Russia for using the same tactics toward dissidents, reveals
the current dilemma we face over the future of our foreign policy.
Until we answer the question raised by Alexis de Tocqueville 150
years ago about our awareness of the high cost of democracy, we will
go no further than simple (and simplistic) solutions like free bus
tickets to Juarez.
Send food and medica.l supplies instead of Margaret Randall to
Juarez, and keep our freedom to think at home.

,.: ,s·nalu.

11{6 MlY 7l/8Y i(llltK,

-Letter8
A Chance To Be Heard
Editor;

. ';,-> _.... '

School (even though they received $1,339 last
year) and the Business Management School,. feel
that the majority of graduate students should not
. support the minority. Well, then I suppose following this line of reasoning grad students without
children should oppose Child Care Co-op funding;
those without problems should oppose AGORA
funding; those non-Mexican law students should
oppose funding the Mexican American Law Students Association; non-business students oppose
funding for the Associated Graduate Business Students (currently $1,332); etc. It seems to me these
opponents of SRAC, who feel the many shouldn't
support the few, might first evaluate funding for
some of these apparent "special interests"
(although it might cut close to home) before they
attempt to dismantle SRAC which has demonstrated efficacy and proven wide appeal.
Opponents of SRAC claim that if these monies
are returned to the individual departments, the
departments coudd hhe disperse the money to
individual.s for research. But my experience (probably not unique) in the Biology Department has
been that prorated benefits have not been made
available for research. Biology has not (and will
not under the new plan) received enough money
to support research or travel. This situation is
especially true in the smaller graduate depart·
ments (and over 80 percent are smaller than
Biology).
r seriously doubt that the additional money returned to the departments (if SRAC is disbanded)
Will be used to support graduate research. Instead
I suspect it will be used for their activities of questionable educational benefit, such as social
events. Perhaps that's the mood of the present
GSA Council, at least judging from some of the
recent allocations made by the Projects Committee ($750 to a Law School picnic).
If you area graduate student, I urge you to speak
with your GSA Cauncil representative concerning
the upcoming vote on this issue. Perhaps we
should instead be increasing fUnding to SRAC.
Joseph A. Cook
Grad. Student
Biology Department

Final Vortex
Performance:
Saturday night, 11 :30pm
HC:entral Ave. & Buena Vista)
$3.00/$2.50 students

----Campus Capsules---A "TOW LIST" providing the
license plate numbers.of all cars with
unpaid parking tickets appeared in a
full-page ad in the U. of Oklahoma
student newspaper. The ad warne!!
that the cars would be towed, and
offered a "back to school special"
discount of 50 percent off the park·
ing fine for tickets paid within two
weeks.

..........
WHAT'S THE BEST BUSINESS SCHOOL IN THE COUNTRY? If you said Harvard U.,
you're wrong, Nonhwestern U,'s
Kellogg Graduate School of Management was rated No. 1 in a survey
of more than 130 national companies. Harvard finished third behind Northwestern and the U. of
Pennsylvania. The survey was conducted by Brecker and Merryman
Inc.

****
PERSISTENCE AND ACCOMPLISHMENT in one or two high
school extracurricular activities is
good indication that a student will be
successful in college, according to a
recently released study by the Educational Testing Service. On the
other hand, a team of sports psychologists from the U. of CaliforniaBerkeley found that students with
the most experience in contact spons
are verbally and physically more
aggressive, and show less mature
moral reasoning, than their peers.

* * ····~
PUBLIC HUMILIATION is the
weapon a convenience store manager near the U. of Arizona is using
against shoplifters. The manager
gives shoplifters the choice between
formal prosecution and a public
apology in the local newspaper.
"Students are the primacy .offenders," .he says, "and when an apology is rnade, I ask the studentto list
their college, class standing and any
social organizations they are affih·

,.

..................................

I

ated with." A number of apologies
have appeared in the student newspaper.

** *
A BOYCOTT of four local
businesses, called by two Nonhero
Illinois U. .student groups over the
divestment issue, has been called
off. The boycott was cancelled when
the students received confirmation
from the owner of the businesses
that his jewelry store had stopped
selling South African Krugerrands.

* * *.
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AN "AUTOGRAPH

PARTY" FEATURING
OUR 1986 CALENDAR

THIS SCHOOL'S OBVIOUSLY
ALTHOUGH STUDENTS
"IN": Amy Caner, Laura Zaccaro, VOTED FOR IT, and the chancellor
Bill Mondale and Vanessa Vadim approved it, .the establishment of a
(Jane Fonda.'s daughter) are attending Brown U. this year. Recent
continued on page 6
Brown graduates include Donna
Zaccaro, John .F. Kennedy Jr., Kerry Kennedy, Kate Bunon (Richard's • • • THE DUKE CITY • * •
child), Matthew Scott (GeorgeC's),
Casey Cole (Nat's) and Polly Segal
(George's).
0

I R.oundt"a.ble

(Christmas Porty .
MoncJoy, December 23)
for more info 268-1426

A RECALL .PETITION DRIVE
aimed at the student body president
at Notre Dame U. gathered more
than 600 signatures on the first
day - more than half the number
needed to oust the officet. The students organizing the drive charge the
president with failing to stand up for
student rights and attempting to disband the Student Senate.

***

A New

_!!':; State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __

~----------------~

Presents

****

****

I
~

board.

AN ENTIRE ELECTION WAS
INVALIDATED at the U.. of Alaska
because the ballot for student government officers requested voterS to
provide their social security numbers. The request violated the fedel'·
al Privacy Act.

I

~

POLL WORKERS PRESSURED
VOTERS to vote "yes" to all propANDEAN MUSIC ev cuu:ANf
osed Residence Hall Association TRADITIONAL
PACHAMAIIA. 1909 Lomas NW, .Aib./247-9669
constitution changes in a referen- Regular hours: Mon. ~ Sa!, 10 •· 5:30 lhrough Jan. 11
dum, according to an Indiana U. stuc
dent who is contesting the election
results. Results of the referendum
cannot become official until the matter is settled by an election review

THE NATIONAL CENTER
.FOR FAIR AND OPEN TESTING,
creator of the FairTest project, says
that standardized tests, like the
SAT, are culturally biased and poorly designed. FairTest is seeking to
expand the "Truth in Testing"
program which allows test-takers to
review copies of their scored exams
and challenge inaccurate answers on
poorly written questions, and the
"Golden Rule" which requires replacement of discriminatocy questions with less biased items of equal
difficulty. (CONTACT: John
Weiss, executive director of
NCFOT, at 617-489..()461.)

The UNM
Jntemotionol
~
Folk Dancers
~ • 18 . " 18 • aoal'd
~.
will be
~ • Instructions
~~·
m·ee.tng
(Chess pieces not included)
"'
~ Gryphon Paperworks
:if
Mondov
:if r.o. Bm< 6241
~
. · . '' ·
~ Albuquerque, NM
~ November 25
~ 117197
7:30-10:(J0pm of
:iitHe/ghts Community~ game(s) of ~oundTable Chess
~·
Center
j1 ®$10.95 each (postage included)

1

* ***

But don't despair;
starting Nov. 30,
we will begin a
month of shows
at EJ's.
Watch the Daily Lobo
for details.

CLUB ' •

Featuring the
Finest in
Stand-Up Comedy

PRESENTS
THIS WEEK •••
Comic Ventriloquist

DAN HORNE
along with the DCCC Regulars
Thursday Showtime 6:30
lhe Launch Site al
M·Piaza Mall

-downstairs ~
Monlgomel)' & Sari Mateo
Frf & Sat Showtime
9:00 & 10:15

Two diHerenl shows/
The New Chinatown Restaurant
Central, west of San Mateo

Admission $5 at door,
$3.75 Giant, $3 Studeni

Saturday, Nov. 23. 1985 12:00 PM-4:00PM

HATCH'S HALLMARk CARD AND GIFT
972 CORONADO CENTER

883·7300

TOMORROW!
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Jury Indicts
3 on Charge
Of Hijacking

HAIR'S
VOUR
PERSONALITY
BY

olJ JillJJ]~~
CGRJ:RiDDml\¥£~
In the mood for
something new
We'll see what
James can do

SPECIALIZES

in the

.... --,

LATEST HAIR
TECHNIQUES
BODY WAVE
COLOR HI-LIGHTING

Research coorditrator Leslie Jones watches as Ann Hiller, otre of24 volutrteers for a research
project studying burns of the hands caused by peeling chili, soaks her hands in a bowl of
green chili. The UNM Poison Control Center is conducting the researr;h. The center reports a
large number of phone calls during the fall from people who have burned their hands while
peeling chili. Vegetable oil and cold water are two ofthe substances being tested to alleviate
the burning.

2015 Eubank N.E.
292-5090

Dally Lobo
Classified Ads
Get Results
131 Marron Hall

277·5656

JNew- ~ex~o~;t ~Comp~~; Opens the Holi~;;~~a~~n With

AGifTofOANCE

I

Books-------continued from page 1
Myers said some of the more popular books written by faculty at the sale
have been Notebook~ of the Mind, by Vera John-Steiner, New Mexicans ill
Cameo and Camera, by Martha Weigle, and Provincial Matters by Mary
Bess Whidden.
Although the term sounds fearsome, Myers said 'hurt' books can still be
presentable. "We find very many of our customers use these as gifts," she
said. "There's absolutely nothing wrong with the interiors, they may just be
scuffed a little or have a scratch on them.
"We have many paperbacks that would cost you $5 to $7 thai we're selling
for 50 cents,'' Myers said. ''We start ;~t SO cents with these low-priced books
and go all the way up to $25 for a book that usually sells for $45. The savings
depend greatly on the list price of the book.''
To promote the sale, the UNM Press is giving away some books. ''Anyone
who buys 10 or more books, regardless ofthe price, we're giving three extra
books," Myers said ... All three arc classic western novels . "
"Business is great," said Sales Manager Carol Myers. "So far we've had
more business than we'veever had. before on one ofthes\l sales." The UNM
Press is located on the second floor of the journalism building and during the
sale only C<Ish and checks will be accepted.

SAN DIEGO (AP) - Attorney
General Edwin Meese said Thursday that a federal grand jury in
Washington has indicted three men
believed responsible for the hijack·
ing of Trans World Airlines flight
847 last summer.
Meese's disclosure, in an address
to a convention of airline security
personnel, was the first public word
on the outcome of the grand jury
proceedings.
"Just recently, a federal grand
jury in Washington returned indictments against all of the identified
perpetrators in the TWA hij;~ck
ing," Meese said. "We will con·
ti11ue to pursue this case in every way
possible. It's not a dead letter even
though the culprits are not prese11tly
in custody."
Justice Department public infonnation officers in Washington refused to comment on Meese's remarks.
Arrest warrants and criminal
complaints against the hijackers
were issued by a federal court in
Washington on July 3, and the United States publicly identified the
three suspects for the first time last
month.
The three individuals, all charged
with air piracy and murder, were
identified in court documents .as
Mohammad Hamadei, Ali A twa and
Hasan 'Izz-Al-Din.
At the time, officials would' not
comment on whether an indictment
was expected.
Militant Lebanese Shiites commandeered the American airliner on
June 14 after it took off from Athens,
Greece, precipitating a nearly twoweek crisis. During the course of the
seizure, Navy diver Robert Dean
Stethem, a passenger, was beaten
and then shot to death.
Meese said he is sure the hijackers
will be caught.
"We're going to keep at it until
we do. They can't hide forever."

Campus Capsules-------All Remaining
Balcony
Tickets

$5.00
Suzann• M, Johnston
Artistic
Dlr~torPtcomfl!','teo
• An Altruqurrque

-=

All Remaining
Seats
UNM Discount
$2.00 off
S2 Senior & Student Discounts

continued from page 5
****
student Missouri Public Interest Research Group chapter at the U. of
A PETITION DRIVE, opposing a
Missouri-St. Louis is in doubt. The plan by Mercer U. to borrow $20
UM president says he is "unwilling million for construction of a new
to recommend to the Curators that library and classroom building, has
they impose" the $3 waivable been organized by students. The
MoPIRG fee.
plan calls for a $148 tuition increase
next year.

Tolkien is Back!

****

English 206
Spring 1986

A TUITION FREEZE was the demand of more than 200 U. of Iowa
students and faculty who gathered
outside a recent U( Board of Regents
meeting. Inside, the Regents raised
tuition by 6.5 percent.

12 & Under half price
Eluc:tqtlf,.pri rrn&dt&V~I
J101Coot,I\IWBJ6 1100 V 1dtO Lib<'oily
Cfflllkn «; ~~ Mtth.:!Ph \.ont.l Ft- 41 J .. SOO

Wo!ldW!df'TJCh0tCfflll'•i; 6iO':!MrrvuiN£
nv11nolll(l' ..(tOtlttom(t~•on..tda 88J 4040
Lobo C~mput Ph.trfTI.tfV Ctnl•.-t& Y.dr 2411! SC.OI

"7he &est lt~strtJctor
(English or otherl
tr..t I have
e\tt!rhad'"
s;odcrit course

CONCEPTIONS
SOUTHWEST
trccel'li"g entries for
Sl1ti11g 19SG Issue
October rs - .1nnunry

~

• "'<oho

evaluation
"I have never
much as I've
enjoyed this one'•
Student

course evaluation

And, for
old Tolkionians...
Ensllsh 360.003
Samuel Johnson
(the mor~l writinss)
MWF11:00am Sprins 1986
~lso fau&hl
by w.c. Dowlins

1

""'~""'

sell-addressed stamped envelope.
Spanish.
• Artwork must be In slide lorm with Iitle,
medium, dimension~ and lop of Image
labeled
• Open to ell Sludenls. !acuity, staff. and
olumnl

• Send entries lo;
coneepllons SOuthwest
Unlwrsity ot New Mexico
Box 20
Albuquerque, New Mexico 81131
Phone "277-7525

STUDENTS HAVE COME TO
THE DEFENSE of an assistant English professor at Northwestern U.
NU has recommended the professor
be suspended for two years for her
involvement in a campus protest.
The students say NU violated its
own rules in considering her dismis·
sal. The case is being reviewed by a

****
A PERSONAL DIVESTMENT
CAMPAIGN has begun at Syracuse
U. where students are signing statements which say, "I pledge that I
will not seek or accept employment
upon graduation with any U.S. corporation doing business in South
Africa until there is an end to apartheid." Nearly I ,500 signatures
have been gathered already.

****
THE STUDENT EDITOR at
Wayne State U.'s The South End
has been reinstated by a federal
judge after being fired by the
school's publications board. The
editor bad banned military recruiting
ads and refused the board's order to
accept them. the judge ruled that
the board violated the Open Meet·
ings Act by meeting privately for
four hours to discuss the editor's dis·
missal, and ordered the board to
hold another hearing within two
weeks.

GOLDEN GATE
RESTAURANT

be submitted
• All submissions musl be accompanied by a

• literature must be typewtlften In English or

****

enjoyed a crass as

faculty panel.

-

,·
f

M~F:

·_ ,

~~

Chinese

food~ Szechuan

and Mandarin

Lunclt open 11-2/Dinner open
-· SaturdaiJ Open 72~9Saturdtr~

aft ~ou can eat buffet
;ust $3.95 or A La Carte dishes
Call in -- Carru out
Address: 138 HarvarJSE
Phone:256·97fJ4

We'D

hand you a line.

If there's one thing people
get sick of quickly, it's an
assembly-line approach to health
care. Lines. Delays. No choice
of doctors. It can be enough to
make you wonder if the money
you pay for some kinds of health
plans is really worth it. Especially when there's a persona(
alternative: New Mexico Health
Plan, a simple, low-cost way
of obtaining quality health care.
New Mexico Health Plan
is a prepaid medical plan. No
claim forms to fill out. All you
need is your card.
Yet the Plan gives you
a choice of doctors. Private
physicians who see you in their
own offices. You get primary
care from a physician who will

coordinate all your health care
needs, including referrals to
New Mexico Health-Plan specialists. And should you need to
go to a hospital, _the Plan offers
you the convenience of quality
hospitals within your own com~
munity. In short, the Plan has
revived the best features of the
traditional doctor-patient rela- ~
tionship-yet combined it with
the cost-control efficiency of
modem business management.
If it's time to renew health
plan coverage where you work,
or if you're changing jobs, and
about to choose a plan, remember us. New Mexico Health Plan.
We believe in health as it
should be.
Plus care as it used to be.

Mexico Bealth

5-9~

An affiliate of AmeriCare Health Corporation

•••
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Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
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Aembic Shoes_
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:

Leotards • Capezio • Barely Legal

•
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.
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•

9;3Q,6:00pm M.Sat
12:00·5:00pm Sun

•.

7200 Montgomety NE

•
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888-5963
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VANESSA

RED GRAVE

ETHERB
FINAL WEEK- ENDS THURSDAY!
NIGHTLY: 7:15 & 9:15
SAT/SUN MATS: 3:15 & 5:15

YOUII BEST PIIOFESSIONAJ. CHOICE

1m FISHER

Tom McVeety will perform at I<eller Hall Nov. 21 at.
8:15p.m. Tickets are $4 general admission and $3
for students, fllculty and senior citizens. For more
information call 277•4402.
By Carmella Padilla
In space, when an electrical current is paired with
certain environmental cues, lightning strikes. But when
Tom McVeety combines the two, the result is not a
scientific one, it's a musical one.
McVeety is a recent UNM graduate whose innovative
electric cello creates a one-of-a-kind space,age sound.
Together with his talent and extensive musical knowledge, McVeety's unique instrument and electroni.c
manipulations enable him to explore the musical gamut,
from Bach to Jimi Hendrix to the musical sounds of
tomorrow.
Twelve years ago, McVeety became frustrated with
the limitations of an acoustic cello and, on a whim, he
plugged it into an amplifier. The unusual sound the
amplified cello produced prompted him to further ex·
amine the instrument's electronic capacity.
"At that time, I considered the cello to be a dead
end," McVeety said, "But when I plugged it in, I
suddenly found that here was something I could do with
those sounds, and a whole new world had opened up to
me."
Just as his music is a cross between the traditional and
the contemporary, McVeety's cello is a cross between
the traditional viol shape and an electric guitar. It differs
from a standard acoustic cello in that it has a sil(-octave
range, six strings and an extended neck and fingerboard.
Musically, the instrument produces what McVeety
calls "esoteric etherealism," a sound which defies all
space and time.
''I like to pull you out of your normal existence and
thrust you into a world where new laws exist and all
order is different," McVeety said. "For me, it provokes visual images and I tend to lose my grip on the
real world and almost forget that I'm sitting on that
stage."
Such a semblance of order is due to McVeety's electronic wizardry. The equipment he uses C<!n delay the
sound as much as 4.5 seconds, or 4,500 feet between the
sound source and the audience, creating an echo effect.
He controls the volume and the echo with foot pedals.
"You can really start manipulating nature," McVeety said. "You can bury your mistakes alive in the echo,
but they will come back to haunt you. So you start
thinking simultaneously of the note you're about to
play, the note you're playing and the echoed note.
''I'm trying to create an environment of sound. Using
the various delays is like stacking little environments on
top of each other. The system itself becomes part of the
instrument. The short echo is like a heartbeat, and the
long echo is like a breath pulse. I approach my instrument orchestrally, and the six-octave range of the instrument, along with the various delays, makes this
possible."
McVeety's home is an electronic maze, a Dr. Frankenstein's laboratory of sorts, where McVeety's musical
creations are brought to life, Recently; he has created at
home extraordinary visual representations of his music,
again using statc·of-the-art technology. McVeety's
Keller Hall performance will be the first time he employs the visual effects.
Together with a friend, Bob Crain, McVeety has
developed ','Kinetic Kolar•: for the show, ~ process
which uses moving acetate 1mages to produce a color
crystalline effect. McVeety will also use slides pro-
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COMPACT DISC PLAYER
• Horizontal load system with motorized drawer
•Forward/Reverse scan functions forlocatlon ol start of each sang
•Index scan tor location of programs on Index encoded discs
•AIVone/off repeat function seleCtor
• LED readout for track, Index selection
•Optical laser pickup provided over 90dB dynamic range
•440mm width
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Students Win on- Wheel of Fortune

Cellist Explores Electric Sound

OlDTOWN
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'W"agon

Saturday 8-11 pm with Charlie Z

By Kelly Richmpnd
Three University of New Mex,ico students are richer than they
were a week ago, thanks to their
appearance on the game show
The Wheel of Fortune. Jo~n
Gorsline, Kathy Manzanares and
David Douglas won a combined
total of $10,900 on the show ..
"College Week" was taped in
Los Angeles last weekend and
aired this week on NBC. UNM
competed against San Diego
State University, Savannah (Ga.)
State College and the University
of Pennsylvania, In the game,
contestants take turns spinning a
money wheel and guessing letters
in a phrase, name or title.
The week got off to a slow start
for UNM when Manzanares was
blanked in the first show. Things
picked up the next day, however,
Kothy
when Gorsline won $1 ,700 for
identifying the phrase' 'meaning- UNM student John Gorsline appears during College Week
ful relationship." He picked up "The Wheel of Fortune" Tuesday.
another $800 for a $2,500 total.
Douglas won $1 ,350 on
He solved the puzzle ''tne
that the studio was so small. It
Wednesday by solving the puzzle
sweetheart of Sigma Chi."
looks much bigger on TV,"
"slice of pizza."
"The reason we made so much
Gorsline said.
. -"Pat (Sajak, the show's host)
The team's total of $3,850
money is I did.n't know- the
placed them third and moved
is a really neat guy. He ad-Jibs all
answer. I had to keep spinning to
them into the final round on Frisorts of jokes and things. Vanna
get more letters," Douglas said.
day. Douglas, playing as the
"We didn't get to do a lot of
(White, the show's hosress) is
team's representative, made a
sight·seeing because we were
much prettier in real life than she
short presentation on the advanis on the tube," he said, "We
taping or watching somebody
tages of UNM and then pro·
won the most money in the final
taping. But we had a great iimc,"
ceeded to win $7,050, which was
round, so we essentially won the
he said.
tournament," he said.
split among the three contestants.
"It was great. It surprised me

Tom McVeety
duced by placing objects in front of a five-foot Tesla
coil, named forits inventor, NikolaTesla. When generated by high voltage discharges, the coil produces arcs
oflight that transform the object into a brilliant image on
the slide.
MeVeety composes most of his own music, a process
he calls "structured improvisation." But primarily he
plays off of the audience's reactions to the music and
certain environmental elements.
"For live perfonnances I have the basic structure
down, but each piece is really a new production for
every performance. The pieces always change, and how
I interpret them depends on audience feedback and how
the music sounds in a particular room," he said.
McVeety's musical roots are based on years of clas·
sica! music education as well as his experience in rock
'n' roll and jazz and rock fusion. McVeety is also an
acoustic cellist with the New Mexico Symphony
Orchestra and he finds that his experiences with the
electric and the acoustic cello complement each other.
"I use it as an educational experience. Everything I
learn on the acoustic cello I take back to the electric and
vice versa. The acoustic demands more physical
strength and it is more straight"laced. I consider the
acoustic cello my artistic calisthenics -it's good on an
artistic level and good 011 the physical me.''
McVeety's Keller Hall performance is a benefit for
the UNM Electronic Music Lab. He will perfonn many
of his own compositions, such as "James Bond Goes to
Mars, Approaching Stardust" and "Meteor Showers."
McVeety will also include his special arrangement of
Aaron Copland's'' Fall fare for the Common Man," his
tribute to Copland on his 85th birthday.
McVeety has been selected to be one of 100 people
across the country to perform at the 1986 New Music
America in Houston, Texas. He will also give live radio
perfonnances in San Francisco and New York, where
he will provide accompaniment for dancer/choreog·
rapher Sarah Skaggs.
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HOT LIX
~~. Dedicqtions & Requests 277-4806

~~

non Pant-ho'•".(l10ll ~auat SF;. 147-441411 prnrata
"Danu Wllh A Slranaer••
The Guild (l40l Centro!

~.

Juns()n G1llrey (1909 Las loma.s NE) Works by Jim

Wald_ and Raymond Jonson, Nov. 1'7·Dec. 2.2,
Oallrry houtJ: Tu:s,·Fri., 10.,, Sat.·Sun., 1~5 p.m.
Call277·4967 for more Info.
Unhrnll)' Art Museum (Fine Ans Center, UNM.
277·4001) l'hotogrnphy by Anne Noggle. Lower
Gallery._ Works by Carl Paak, Nov.22·Dec.B.m.
Recent Ceramic Sculpture, In the Upper OaUery
through Jan. 12.
thomp10n Gallt'ry (UNM SUO Bldg., Main Level)
presents ''Views In Water Media," jurled e~hlblion
or the- New M~lc:o Watercolor Society1 Nov.t8·D«,
13. Oallrf)' hours are 9·6, Mon.•ThurS •• Fridaytll.5.
Classfcal tonc:ert.s ever}' Wed., t2 noon in ihc: Oallery.
Whrrlrlghl MaRum or the American Jndfan (~04
Cam.tno Le:jo, Santa Fe) prrsenu .. Transt.altng
Tradition: Bruikettjl Aru or tht San Juan Pauitcs,"
Oct. 6-Feb. 28. Admis1lon is rrre~ Call 9Sl-46l6 for
mort info.
Albuqurrqur Unllrd Artt•u (821 Mountain Rd.NW)
Hours: Wed ..Sat., J J-4: Sun., 1:4. For tnorc: inro,
call24l.OS31.
Tl!xlil~ and Cf'lflS C.op (!23 Romero N'-11) Shop
hout5: Mon.•Sat.; 10.5~ Sun., 12;3().4.
Andrr.w Smhh Calirry (323 Romero NW) f'or more
into. tall242-l7ll'.
Museum ot New Mutco presents war~rcolors and
drawtngs by Cieotgia O'Keere. Abo. 10An1Jt as
Subject: Tb~ Photographic Portraits of Oeorgi_a
O'Ktrfe. For lnro. on ed!ibitlons and evetUJ ta11827·

6460.
MertdJan G•liery (821 Mountain Rd. NW) present5
Call243.0531 tormoreinro.
Patflamam• (1909 Lomas NW, Atbq.t 247-9669)

presents an Of!en house ro cctebrate Its new loeatron,
Nov. 24. J..5 p.m. Tradilfonal Andean music wUI be
perrormed by Cuianf. Food and wine will be served.
f'otmOte.in(o, -call 247-9669.
G1UI!tro NI!WS (201" Oalfueo. Santa ·re). Catl 9&4JjJ(j: rorrriore fn(Q.

Dlcket"'In and drummer Andrew
perform at the KiMo theaire (5th and
NW) on Fri.1 Nov. 22. 8 j:J:,m, Tlcktts arc
S8'.25 1 a\•ailable at lill OiantTlckrloutJets, Bow Wow
R«Ords, and at-thedoor ($9J. C~ll842·6659 (or more
Info.
·
Tom MeVteiY \VJU per(onn his original music 011 the
elC'I;trh; tello in 1\eller Hal/1 Nov. 23, 8:15 p,m~
Tickets are $4, gentllll admission, 53 for students Md
tenior dduns. A brriefit tot the UNM .Electronic
Music Lab. tall the Fine Arts Sox Or lice at217-4401
tortlclcrts and into.
Ottbrstn of Santa Ft presents Handel's Mrssiah on
Dec. 1. 3 p.m. at the Lensic Theatre In Santa Fe. Call
'9884640 for more info.
NMSO Afitmoon: Dellahts presenu ';The Many
Faces of Moutri/' No11. 24. 3 p.m. at th.e Restaurant
at Bradbury CoUr1 1 21.5 Ctnttal NW. Call NMSO at
842·8565 for more info.
t..unntl1n -S'ttln& Quart'tl "Will perform in the Oreal
Hall atSl. Jchn1s COllege In Santa Fe on Nov. 22 at8
p.m. Works by Bartok, Dvorak and Beetho\·cn '!ill
be pertormed. Ocneral adrnissio_n fs S6, SJ for semor
cit funs and studenls. c.JI982·369t for more Info.
Albbqurrqut Pbllhannonla Ortbestra wi_ll perform
its Wiriter Concert at the fl:iMo Theatre on Nov~ 24~,)
p.m. Jam!:'$ WhiUow, gueSt conductor? will lead the
Orchd:tra fri works by Faurey Mozan, Wagner, Bizrt
:and Sibellus. Free and open to the public.
Jtln La~ Pootr it tbekiMo Theatre, Nov. 25. 9 p,M.
Tfc~e:u ardt4, avaitabfeat aU Oianr Ti~~ outlrts.
Cony Uart, at lhe l<iva Auditorium. Nov~ 24,8 p.m~
Tickc:ti arc $12.50; ivailable at aU Giant Tltkrt
outlets,
JametCtiuon Blues Bud at the HunJr)' Bear, Dec,1,
9 p.m. Tie~ets are S71 avalrable at all <Jletu Tlcket

outlets.

Johnny Wfnter at_ Graham Central Starioit, Oec.4, 9
p.m. 'tickets are $8.50; availabfe af· all Oianl Tlckel
oiltlcl!i.

Nil, 2J$.JOlO) presents

''Wc:thrrby.u
Nnt' Mulro Ballet Company presents Susan Jaffe
and -~ob~rt La Fosse in tl1c:. NMBC's holiday
production, "A- Gift ofOance/ 1 on Nov. 22 and 2:J at
Popejoy HBll at 8:1.5 p.m. Tlc:krtS lire SI:5,SI2- and
SIO, available at the Popejoy Hall box office and aU
Worldwide Ticket outlets. Senior citizens and
.students discou_nts are available and chlldren under 12
are haif'price.
Albuquerque lnltroltlonal Folk· DandiJ will be
meedng In Carlisle Gym every Sacurda)' .e\·entns.
Teachlng)7·8 p.m. Requut dancinsi 8·•0 p.m.
:EI P~letr,. Spanish flamencO! dn11er. will be_present at
a recrptlcn_ lor hb new cassdh! recordina at the S_a_lt
oflhe Earlh Bookstorc.2J28 Central SE, On Nov. 2)
at2p.m.
l!n1bltd V aod Vrl}' Special Artt Com millet Artb1
Stti'dt- Ardsts wilh db11bllltles arc beinG sought for
exhibitions, ftStivals. and faits. Fer more info.
contact EnabJed V, care of Teri :Corbin. _500 Mon·
tclaire SE, Albq., N.M.,81108, or adi293·23JB,

A 'IJ~ 1M,

FRANCOIS

111UFFAUT

N~~h~r~~~~~~~~~~~n.~
Theatre.
247-8600 ror !"0!.'' info.
C1r11rOI~tU's Wrb at the AnnotY for tbe Arts in
Santa Fe'" Novw 2) aild 24~ 2 p.m. Tickets ·are :U lor
adultS, S;i..~O ror t:hildten.sen1or dt(zens .and grandparents. For mottinfo. all theAnnory at98~•886.
Opera Stadlo PrtHnts •a E~nlna ot Opera Scents~,
In Kelfrr J.fall. Nov. 22, 8!15 p.m. Scenes from J:Joii
Glovannf, Pettr Gti~s, Die Meistusinger and

Tonight 7:15 and 9:15 only

Lutltt dl l.crrrnrr tmor will be petformed, as ""·dfa.s a
complete performance of Mrnotti's one-act ·opera.
The Ttl eplrorte. Trcketll are $4~ ,eqeral admiislon,
$3 ror $tudents, Sef1lllr citilens and_ Century Club
membets, Calf the Fine Arts Box Office at 277~
tormoreinfc:l,
ihllt Nototlou wi_ll be pcrrormed by lbcater~fn
The-Rcd at the Center 'tor Contemporary Arts in
Santa Fe, Nov. 22, 21t 28 1 29 1 and .lO at 8 p.rt1~
iic:kdS ate ss, S6 'for senior citfzens and students..
Cali tfleCCA at 98l·llllf fotmordnro.
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MIZOGUCHI'S VENICE FILM FESTIVAl WINNER

(one coupon per order)

Checks ot cash only -·· - All sales final

Central and Girard
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-

AN EXTRA! EXTRA!®
ONE ITEM LARGE
PIZZA $5.95

Everything at bargain prices a free
bonus bMk with purchases of ten or more books.
No dealers please,

2929 Monte Vista NE
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~SP-orts
Joe Lee Dunn Retained As Lobo Football Coach
By Jay Raborn

University of New Mexico head
football Coach Joe Lee Punn will be
retainccl for the 1986 season, men's
athletic director John Bridgers
announced Thursday.
In a prepared statement, Bridgers
said the University would honor
Dunn's five-year contract, which is
currently in its third year. Bridgers'
comments came after an early morning meeting with Dunn where the
two ironed out their differences and
pronounced optimism for the future
of Lobo football.
"Joe Lee and I have. discussed the
problems that have developed in the

footb~ll program over the past two
years," Bridgers stuted. "l'm convinced that we can work together
with mutual cooperation to eliminate many of these problems.
''We nave been highly enco\lraged by the development of the
Lobo offense and look forward to
overall improvement in the performance of the Lobo football team in the
1986 season."
Bridgers' actions ended growing
speculation Dunn would be dismissed after the team's finale &t San
Diego State. The rumors started
when Bridgers ordered Dunn and his
staff to return directly home from the
Aztecs game rather than begin a

scheduled rec1uiting trip.
Bridgers, however, adamantly
denied any decision had been made
about Dunn's fate, attributing the
rumors to media aggressiveness.
"I've never said anything critical
about Joe Lee Dunn or. his staff,"
Bridgers said. "!merely asked him
and his coaching staff to come back
so we could sit down before they
staned recruiting. Everything the
news media said was very untrue,
unfounded and unprofessional."
For Dunn, however, Bridgers'
statement lowered an axe hanging
perilously over his head throughout
the wee.k. Already prepared to catch
the next plane out of Albuquerque,

Dunn was taken aback by Bridgers'
decision.
''I appreciate Coach Bridgers getting it over with now," Dunn said.
"This thing has been hanging over
our heads all week long. H was a big
distraction for all of us."
Compiling a 13-21 record during
his three years at the Lobo helm,
Dunn was gratified he was afforded
the opporlunity to continue to build
his program.
"I'm just glad he gave us the
chance to complete the job we were
paid to do," Dunn said. "With the
people we have coming back next
year I'm confident we'll have a competitive team."
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AD's Delay
Gives Dunn
Own Treat
Commentary by Johnny
Moreno
So what was the tlig ~ecret,
Coach?
During his college football
coaching career, John Bridgers
was often called into the athletic
director's office to discuss recruiting strategies. "!don't think
it's unusual at all," he recalled.
So this Sunday's meeting in
Albuquerque with Joe Lee Dunn
won't be unusual for Bridgers.
Indeed, he will have to take a
stronger hand in recruiting for
next year because his job depends
on making a profit, which depends on a successful football
program.
But over the past week, amid
growing speculation that he was
going to fire Dunn ~ speculation which was encouraged by
Dunn himself- Bridgers refused to confirm or deny anything.
Most observers felt it was impossible for Bridgers to fire
Dunn, simply on the economic
issues. After all, Bridgers is on
probation for overbudgeting. He
certainly couldn't afford to dig
himself into a deeper hole by eating two years' Worth of Dunn's
salary.
Also, it was felt that Dunn is
losing only six seniors and has
several good, gutsy athletes returning. With a good recruiting
year, the Lobos might really
mesh into a competitive unit. Remember, Joe Morrison endured
two losing seasons with an inexperienced team before going I 01.
Nevertheless, speculation remained until yesterday, when
Bridgers announced he would retain Dunn.
So if all Bridgers wants to do is
talk recroiting with Dunn Sun·
day, why did he keep mum
amidst all the controversy? Why
didn't he give Joe Lee a vote of
confidence and squelch all the
rumors? "l don't choose to do
that right.now," Bridgers said
Tuesday.
And 1 think 1 know why. He
wanted to give Dunn a taste of his
own medicine. He wanted to Jet
Joe Lee squirm a little bit in public for all the inopportune re·
marks he made in the past.
Let's face it. Dunn has never
won any awards for tactfulness.
Of course, you don'thave to be a
master diplomat to be a winning
football coach, btit it helps. But it
doesn't help when you make insulting remarks about your
coaches and players. ln public.
Often. Dunn's style of public criticism doesn'talways reflect well
on thedepartment. In fact, it has
been downright embarrassing.
• And after three years of
Dunn's passing the buck, Bridgers has had enough. And he decided to dish out a little embarrassment of his own. There's nothing wrong with constructive
criticism of your players and
coaches, but Dunn's propensity
fordoing it in the media has led to
several defections over the years.
So that's it. Joe Lee Dunn remains head football coach at
UNM. With a little wrist·
slapping out of the way, Bridgers
has the man he wants right where
he wants him.
•
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Lobos Hoping To Get In Gear In Tourney
By Jay Raborn

in helping engineer the Bisons' fast- for-6 with one point, while 7-footer
paced attack.
Robert Loeffel gave him a breather
Still reeling from a close encounSimilar to the Lobos, Bucknell's to the tune of two points.
ter against the Irish Olympic Team Achilles' heel stands in the middle,
"We're missing George Scott and
last weekend, the Lobo basketball as the Bisons start freshman Mike
squad will be seeking to shift their Butts at center. Rounding out the top Hunter more than I expected us to
game into high gear Friday when it five for Bucknell are juniors Steve right now," Colson said. "I think
begins its regular season in the Lobo Schrader and Steve Beecy, two we're going to be really good. We
just need 10 days to get it fined
Tipoff Tournament.
players who saw significant. playing tuned. Right now we're the car with
Stumbling in the early going, the time last season.
a new spark plug."
Lobo offense has struggled to reThe Lobos will counter with the
place starting forward Hunter same lineup they took to the court
Needing leadership to pull them
Greene, who was sidelined for three against the Irish, with junior college over the rough road, the Lobos will
months after suffering torn liga- transfer Kelly Graves filling in for be looking to Johnny Brown, their
ments in his knee during a recent Greene. Accuracy, not executing big man on the wing, to steer them
practice. Minus the Van Nuys pro- their offense, posed the greatest on the right course. Brown provided
duct the Lobos were unimpressive problem against the Irish, as the the spark against the Irish, finishing
and lethargic in their 58-54 victory Lobos missed 24 shots within eight the night with 20 points and seven
over .the visiting Irish.
rebounds.
feet.
But the squad is looking to reAlthough returning the nucleus of
Despite pumping in 16 points
deem itself and jump out to a quick last year's club, Colson has been himself, sophomore Larry Markland
start by capturing its own four-team hard-placed to. fill the holes and get will remain UNM's big man off the
tournament. Standing between the his squad on the road to success. bench. Completing the Lobo top
Lobos and early prosperity is Buck- Against the Irish, starting center five will be local product Mike Winnell, UNM's first-round opponent in Shawn Brooks finished the night 0- ters and junior Kevvi Scarborough.
a 8 p.m. game.
The opening contest will feature
Cal-State Long Beach and San
Diego at 6 p.m. Making its first trip
west of the Mississippi River, the
Bisons will provide a stiff challenge
. for his crew, Lobo Coach Gary Colson said, returning three starters
from last season's 19-10 team.
Marron Hall, Room 131
"They should be a good team for
Open Mon. - Fri. - Sam to 5pm
us to start out with," Colson said.
"They basically have the same team
Telephone- 277-6228
they had last year when they did so
Cash • Check - MasterCard • Visa
well. They like to get up and down
the
court."
Deadline
• 1 :00 p.m Day Prior to Publication
Joa: Mitchell
Averaging almost 12 pointS per Advcnisin~ Rates- 17~ per word 1>cr da}'Or I Z~ pcnvnrd per d:n·
UNM's Mike Winters shoots over the defense during a recent
Lobo basketball game. The Lobos go into action this weekend contest last season, point guard for five or nunc consecutive davs '''ith JlC) ''hangl's.-Campus dep:nrt"'
Chris Seneca paces the Bison attack.
mcnts and chartcr_ed student organizations- ma}' us(.' Las Noticias (nr
at the Tip·Off Tournament in the Pit. The action starts Friday Completing Bucknell's potent back•
announcements . .Las Notichts rate is 10~ Pl'f wonl.
at6p.m.
court is Mark Allsteadt, who aver- ..L--------------------------...J
aged more than nine points last year

.
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RON F. 1 DON'T LET them aive you h-l Jenn and
Teresa.
11122
KJG: YOU MADE my day! Thanks, J love you.

Las N oticias

MML.
11/22
DIANA, l'OU'RESUPERZetal ZLAM, J.C~ JJ/1.2.
KATIIY AND LESLIE: The nddest liule sbters.t

a~eflr

You"remakin' meproudl Zlam, KJml.
-MGL: JIAVEA great weekend!. MML.

Nov.

rJDe& DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS*
FREE.

STUFF will be on campus on
J985from 1 p.m •...J p.m.. To be held aE the

Student Servite Center for mandttory mid term

Yisitallon.
J1/l$
WANTED: CRmCAL BIJJ' nel<ible thlnkcn not
afraid to listen, arsuc. OBJECilVE! fun eliss:
ditrercnt view or earth/us. ~J. 209 (3}; sprlns-

semtStcr. 6:30p.m. Tucsdaya: R. Andcraon. I 1115
FRIDAY. NOV, Uad Supersound 1D6_wlll DJ a
dance In lhc Subway Statton. 9--1 a.m., $2 w/c::ollese
ID. $3 suests. ·
IJ/2l
TOURNAMENTS- SUB RECREATION Is
llostlns several tournamentS the week or Dec. l"'th.
Foosball; ping-pons, 1nd dans,. Sl entry fee. li'ophies
awa.rdcd. EntcdnGimesAr~-JowCrievcl.
11/27
POETS AND WIUTERS: Conceptions Soutb•est is
looldna for 1 rew .great people tD fiU lllenry sfaff
opmhigs. If you want to bed up }'our__ resume wh~

Call Us!

262·1662
3920 Central S.E.

practical edltlng credentials; come by Marton llall

Room 131, 8-.S and nlloutanlj)pUcation,
tfn
CLU8 &VENn MEETING? L.u Notlclu b llle
place for you. Only JO etnu per Word per tsnie tor
UNM departments and organizations.
t!n

Albuquerque's Only First Closs
Continuous,

to a
I
Nov 25, i:t the lntemaliollll
for more Info.
HORSEII,\CK RIDING LESSONS. Beainnc:rs to
advance. Jea.neite8:U.S47l.
12116
PAIITYt fOOD!' CONCER111ltlsls the plate- lor
your ~dasslfieds about Resti.liranU, Parties, F'ood
Sales, Con~ru. ete. utoOd/Funu todayt,
tfn

Services
HIIUSEsllTJNG OURING HOLlOA'J(S or other

Personals
DEAR oz, NOW Earl. WUbu.r IJid l both mi.u you.
He can't sttlify me like you can. I love you. Melon.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

11/22
JJ/22
G,B,: HAP.PY &.DAY,. \'ou finally aot your own
penonal. Have a aood one.
11/22
TO ROBERT, MY Dc:lwla lllt!C brother: This J1 the
weekend!.
.,; Jl/22
SEND YOUR MESSAGE to a frieild, someone
special or )'our tamUy'. Mde c.:JMiact in the
-classifiedJ today. -P«dlln~ f p;m, the day be(Ore
insenlon. l3J Marron Hall.
trn

tem:p<li•IY work desired ·&y Christian m1ior, 299-11/22.

11122

Night Club
ON THREE STAGES FROM 11 AM

AMATEUR

GENERAL BOODEEPING, PAYROLL, word

* NIGHT

profe!Sionsl woman wilh

Mt)'be htlW yOU'll consider ke_epiilg your mouth .shut
and stop Spreadlngilntruc rurriors. An Ex•Admiter.
11122
WELL, DELTA SIGS, this is It, Arter all that _w~rk
and we~ve finally made lt.. , prOVided we make It thni
tonfiht amltOmofrow-. Thanks fOr makhis m)' JJ_Ied11e

Business Lunches Dally·
11 am·3pm, Mon.-Fri.
All sandwiches seNed
with tossed. or potato salad
As!f About Out Doily Special
All Selections $2.95
(includes tax)
Green Chill Stew- $2.00

pro•ram· a· &_reat aiid enJoyable "exPtrtence." (We
should bec.tlled the' K'amakaz:i pledseclass, not Rho).
Luv, Erici.11122
POOIIY: REBS NO tnoro jail bait! Happ~ IB!h.
Lovc1 Jen·ien.
U/22
bOLLANl WAN1' OPUS' al/ve'l ·rnunictlons Jn The
Mar>lsts by C. Wright Mills. Zimmerman, S.O.A.P.

lt/22
DEAREST WHIT: HAPP\' 21st blrlhda:Y: Have_ i1
SUP~R dayl O!!t your dancing shoe$ ready. XXX

ooo. LoveJRP..

2294 Wyoming NE (Wyoming 6 Menoul) • 298-1868
OPEN SUNDAYS • Dress Code Enforced

11/22

(even lilt•..• a poln)l.

1!-iiiiiiiiiiiii~~~~~~~.iiii~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~.~. ~.~
..
.... lt•-ll<--~1..- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,. . . . . . . . ,

.

DAVID B.! ONLY FIVE days late. H•ppyB-D•y,
Love, ZTA,
~ tl/21
DANN\' 1 lfAPPV JI.O.A\', llo\'e you and ihe lcldl
do too. ~ .
11122
LORNA AND LISE: Thanks for ti:klng mY tar home

Happy Hour 3 to 1 pm
1 days a week

. . . . . .,.~

reference~,

241·9090 e..t Jl

or 2!5-9978.
ll/22
CRUISEsHIP HIRING INFORMATION. Phone

Every Tuesday 8 pm C$2.00 Cover) ..
131G PRIZES! $275.00 in CASH! Every contestant w1ns a prize!

.,.

tl2l

processlnj. 8_83-427.$: 821•2976.

HOUSESITTING DURING CHRISTMAS, LD<al

ft~

illlt

Jlt2l
BltLs,:'J(OU'RETHEbestllt<lebrothertMML•....
•• , . . . . . .

-

~. ~

......

~..

707-718·1066 fordetalfs.
t2106
NEED HELP WITH writing teseattb papers, tenn
papers? Call 266.3372. (after $) (or editirtgfwiidna
services.
·i2102
GERMAN a FRENCH Translations; word
procts!iiiJ:• CaJIUj-2302.
121t6
1UTORING ~ I\IATHEIIIATICS, STATISTI.CS,

scient:eS. Experii:nced Ph.D. Reasonable. 265·-1799.
ifn
E'J(EGLASSES INTERNATIONAL, SKILLED hi
t'ittirtgspectacles~ Ctmtad Lerti. By l>t. R'.E. English.
PAY LESS OPTICIANS, !019 Menaul

Nit ...... aetdn from tl Belle1111. 8118...'778.
tfn
S11IDY GUITAit .AT Mate's OiJltal' Center. Plve
dtdfc&led p"tOfenlonal iflstnu:tots, All st)'lesj ll:li
levels. Call us at265·l:!U.I4l tfarvardSB.
tfn
PERFORMING ARTS STIIDIO 2219 Lead Ave SE,
256-1061. Bitiet, Jau,.Vocal Coacftlri1.
ltn
POLISHING SOLUTIONS C..et
O_ptlcal Company on Lomu jUst weslorWashfnjpOh.

CONT.I.CT

_

tl'liC:ejltlon~

.. •

lf/

_

.,

INFORMATJON

AI OUT

ern

(Ofi•

sterilization, ahorHOri, Right to CMoii:,
"ttn
Phone 241·

294.ol7i,
PREGNACV TESnNG A counsellnR•·

9819.

22
•

__

ACCURAT&

.. •

ltn

continued on page 12
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PLANE TICKET 11WAI A bq to Syracuse NY 5th
Jan. $135. Call evenings 982-3790 or machine
anytime 982-5693. John.
11/27
COLLEGE TOURS, PURGETOR¥ Dec. 6, 7, and 8.
$99,296-1584,
I l/21
X·MM BREAK SKI- Steamboat, CO, $270 (liS·
l/1 I) includes transportation, accom, and lift tickets.
Call Student Travel277-2336.
12/16
TAKINQ A TRIP? A\fvertlse your trip, adventure or
ride needs In the DailY Lobp.
tfn

Lost&Found

Typing/Word Processing

CAMI'US .COMP,\CT APARTMF.NTS, 215 Yale FOR SALE: KAZAMA Cross Country skis. 223 em,
Blvd SEa~ Lead. lmmaculate~tudlo apartments nea~ poles included, $100 pbo, Caii217·S696.
11/27
TIS WORD PJIOCESSING: Permanent disc stores anu t)NM. $240/mo., free utilities, Sl75
BEDS - DANISII - STYLE walnut pjatforni'
storage. SpeciQlizes .in engineering equations,
deposit, 6 month lea~e. No children, p~ts, or beds. One kingsize, two twin, .281-1579 evenings.
widetra~~ daisy wheel printing, prcf. thesis, dlsserts.
roommate. See manager a.t Apt H2 or call242·3447.
1112S
Experienced, refs. Eilen294-6l37.
12/06
12106
QUALITY WORD PROCESSING. Academy Blvd CHARMING OLD 1WOSTORY on corner of COMPUTER SYSTEMS DEMO and trade-ins $500
and up, Terminals $200 and up, Printers $7S and up.
area. Nancy 821<1490.
12111
MRrquette & 9th. 2 bedroom, H. W. floors, single Suntec Computers 1523 Eubank NE. Cannon Copier
PROFK~SIONAI. 1·YPJNG. ACCURATE, fast.
garage, private backyard. $525/mo. Call Narrnan $350.
11/25
C:all268-1992.
1213 867·3396; 897·7709 (E).
11/25
VALLEY
OASIS.
Remodeled
tWQ-bdrm
home
on
A
TYPING OR WORIJPROCF.SSING, !\e11$\ll1able UN.'URNISHED FOUR-BEDROOM home ncar
'II acre In Rio Bravallsleta area. Wonderful new
ralcl, all manuscripts.266·3372 (after 5,M·F), 12/11
Winrock. Backyard fenced for pets, appliance.s plus kitchen IN/microwave, garage, fully fenced
Washer/dryer, family room, fireplace, $550/m plus w/irrlgallon rights to property. Call Oebl'!l266-4381
TYPING: EXCEJ,LENT SPELLING & Oramrnar.
utll, plus deposit. Call 2"·8027 WF 8·S.
11/22 or Mark V888·0500, $$7,900,
FAST, ncc~rnte. Close to UNM. 2SS.JS80.
U/27
12/3
99 CF:NTS PAGE DF:GR.:ED typist. Fast, accurate. FURN.IS.IIED ROOMS NEAR UNM. Share large FANTASTIC UNM AREA home. Four/five/six
345·3154.
11127 attractive house with other students, Cable TV, dish- bdrms with remodeled kitchen plus new carpets, paint
OUTSTANDING QUAUTY, RE.ASONABLE washer, washer/!lryer provided. Free utilities. 294- and more. Also possible student rental. Call Tom
11/22 296-8199or Mark V 888-0$00,
1213
prices. Paper, manuscripts, word processing, theses, 0684,
Resumes. asl-0313.
11/25 WANTJ;:D ROOMMATE TO share three-bedroom COTION FUTONS, ZABU'J'ONS, Zafus. Bright
house. NE Heights, great locution. 821·8231, 11/22 Future.Futon Co, 2424 Oar field, SE, 268·9738. 12/16
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING: research papers,
theses, dissertallons, charts, graphs, In my home. Tlte AVAILABLJ;: NOWl 313 Girard SE, Furnished, two BUY SELL TRADE Ooud used tires wheels custom
bdrms, carpets, a. c. Children o.k., no pets. Utilities stock m?unting spin balancing repairs. SPECIAL
Other Office. 836·3400,
IJ/22
included. $350/mo, 00. 268·1796.
11/22 DISCOUNT WITH UNM JD. World Wheels, 255·
QUALITY TYPING. 5\,SO/page, NE. Mornings and
tfn
evenings before 8 pill, 299·5641.
11/22 AVAILABLE NOW. 3410 VAIL SE. Two bdrms, 6382; 3601 Central NE.
unfurnl1hed, a.c .. carpets. Children o.k .. no pets.
TYPING, rAST, ACCURATE, Affordable. 299·
S29S
per
month
plus
ullllties,
DO.
268·1796.
I
1/22
1105,
OS/12
NOB JIJLL AREA: For Rent. Two-bedroom
"EXPERT WORD PROCESSING, B.S. Engtl!h,
12116 townhouse, close to UNM. Two enclosed patios, 1975 VOLVO 144DL, Excellent condition, recently
292·6518".
carport, new carpet, dishwasher, disposal, $425/mo,
rebuilt engine. New tires, brakes, battery, paint,
'fVPING/WORD pROCESSING Rilles Begin 8S
Call888.·3300 or eves 831-4604. 391J,QSilvcr SE,
ccnts/pg, 294.4728.
11/22
1.1/22 aUignment. One owner, moving sale. $3000 or be.lt
offer,
294-8382,
12/4
WORD PROCESSING DONE In my home. Call
CLOSE TO UNM: F.urnlshed house, 3-4 bdrms. 31S
1974 EL CAMINO. EXCELLENT condition, SJOOO,
Carola1242·7668.
ll/09
Glratd SE. Hardwood floors, fireplace, large yard,
Hurry I 842-0381, 277-6415.
I 1122
PIIOl'I>SSIONAL WORDPROCEsSING
Children ok, n11 pels. $475/monih plus utllltie•, DD,
GUARANTEED. 265-IOBg,
1216 268-1796.
IJ/22 1974 FIAT SPORT Coupe, 67!J()() .miles. Student
11/22
trllnsportallon. $1800.256-1459,WORU PROCESSING SERVICES. NE Heights.
TOWNHOUSE APARTMENT 1 bedroom, I bath.
1977 PLYMOUTH FUR¥. Body little rough. Runs
Cnll293·0508, 8 am·7 pm.
12116 Washer, dryer hookup, free cable TV, private yard.
11/2S
University and Stadium area. $350, with fireplace good, $1300. 242·7102,
PROl'F.SSIONAL TVI'ING. FAST, accurate and
$400. Dillon Real Estate. 294-1459.
tfn AUSTIN AMERICA- SPORT¥ British car In
reliable. Reasonable rates. Cal1Karen294-4624.J2/J6
ALL UTILITIES PAJD, Efnclel'lc)' In University great condition. 63,000 mil.,, $850. 243-1342. I 1/2S
t'ULI, COLOR VJEWGRAPJIS, computer graphl~s
~rea. 307 Princeton SE. $250. Dillon Real Estate 2941961 VW BUG CONVF.RTIBLE, Sapphire-blue,
and technical word· processing, Hlghut quality, 25%
1459.
11/27 white top. $2000 obo. 884-8210.
I 1/22
discount to UNM students/staff. 266-5671.
12/16
PRO.'ESSIONAL WORD PROCF~'!SING. Pick-up AVAILABLE NOW.1 bedroom In RidgeCrest area.
1970 FORD LTD. AC, automatic. Runs well. $300 or
11/22
and deliver, 281·1387,
12!16 Washer hookup, $295. 3410 Smith SE. Dillon Real best offer. 292-3297 after 5 pm.
Estate294·1459,
11127 1973 FORD COURIER. 15000 on rebuilt engine.
"PLACE TO GE.'1' Your Stuff Typed .... Word·
A CLOSE. IN 2 bedroom townhouse with 51250.obo. 293·2864,
11/22
pcocesslng. Resumes, thc.~ls, dissertlltiqns nod more.
washer/dryer hookups, private yard, covered car 198~ CAMARO Zlll. Pb, ps, ac, am/fm, tp,
Technical math, mulli lingual caJlllbllity. APA·UNM
pore. $450 plus electric. 3911 Silver SE. Dillon Real automatic, Hop, 884-5123 after 5 p.rn.
I J/27
flltmat. Barbara Stewart. 268-5345.
tfn
Estate. 294-1459.
11/27
PRO.'ESSIONAL TYPIST, NE heights. 823-1865,
HELPI DESPERATE BUILDER must sell nowl
12116
Unique, two bedroom contemporary home 10 min
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES. 884-7238,
tfn
from UNM. Call agent Deth at Vaughan Company
U;TTER QUALITY WORD processing, 51,50/pg,
293-3000; 344-$623.
U/22 EXCELLENT OPPORTIINIT¥ FOR female with
pleasant phl)ne voice to do ten to fifteen hours of
242·5427,
12/16
.SAVE MONEY. NO frills means no hidden costs telemarketing per week. Call Tirn 292·5085, leave
EXPFJUENCED T\'PIST UNIVERSJTl' area. Style
tacked on to your rent. Pay for what you really want: message.
12/2
choices, Reasonable. 255-4604.
12/16
extra·large, clean, comfortable apartments from
ARTIST
TO
DESIGN
jewelry,
Oood
wases,
flexible
$320.
Adul!s
9nly,
no
pets
please.
Phone
881-3391.
PAPERWORKSlU-1118,
tfn
11/25
12/16 hoilrs. Ca11Jerome242-4784.
UNM
HOSPITAL
SEEKS
a
graduate
student
In
THE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bberrom psychology, guldence and counseling or related field
A LARGE ONE-bdrm close to UNM. Kiva fireplace,
or errlclency, $310 to S39S. All utilities paid. DeiUJCe to work In our. clinical social work program.
some wood. noors. 1908 Oold SE. Available Dee, I.
kitchen wllh dishwasher and disposal, recreation Applicant must .have 3.0 spa to work part-time 16
$310. Dillon Rea1Estate294-1459.
11/27
room, swlmmlns pool 1 TV room and laundry, Adult hours per week. Call Personnel, Sludent Assistant
I1/25
couples, no petJ. Ope Sundays. 1520 University NE. Program fer appolniment843·232S.
WANT£D: SttiDIO SIIARER, serious. 1000 sq ft,
for art activity, 575 plus utll. 2664052, 242-8523
243·2444.
tfn STATE AND FEDERAL jobs. Openings nationwide,
evenings.
12/2
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Olrard skilled and unskilled, For info call (805) 654-1722 ext.
11/22
NE. $250/rno., for one person, $270/mo, for 2 34U,
APARTMENT FOR RENT three blocks from UNM,
persons, all utilities patd, SI7S security deposit. Fully PART·TIME DISHWASHER, BUS person needed.
$150.255-7283, 265-4118.
12/2
furnished, security locks and laundry facilities. No Apply ln person .2-4 p.m. only. Sweetwater's
ONE MONTH RENTING. EasJe's Nest one
11/22
children or pets. Pleue call before 6:00 In the Cafe- Yale and LomiU,
bedroom furnished Condo rent for one month (rom
evening, 266-8392.
tfn COMPUTER SYSTEMS: FVLL-timelpan·tlme
Dec 17-Jan ts. 5280 utilities paid. SI()Odeposit. Call
technical support (hardware/software). Fuilafter4:00. 242-4402.
11/22
tlme/part·tlmc sales, Resumes accepted lit Suit Tee
FURNISIIED APARTMENTS, ONE block to
Computers,
1523 Eubank NE.
I1/27
UNM. Deluxe one/twd bedrooms 5325-425. New
STEREOITtJRNTABLE
SISO.
Call
for
more
Info,
NON-SMOKING PIIONE ROOMS. Now sellins
furniture- carpet. Include! utllltl~. t41 Columbia
11126 data collection from sort ware companies. Shifts
Dr. SE. 268·1m5,
11/27 266-8931.
LOOKING FOR UNIQUE person to share funky
adobe house on Yl acre near downtown, Plano,
Orcplaces, washer, charm. S28S Includes Utilities.
Mllna 247-9292.
11/27
HOUSEMATE WANTED. 1804 Silver SE. Shllre
\vlth three men, SIM plus !oil utllitl~. Beautiful,
For Further Details
Fireplace, washer. 00$125. 247-8027.
11127
131 Marron Hall
ROOM FOR RENT In nice large house near UNM.
$235 indudes utilities. Washer, dryer, phone, fur·
niture. Pr<fer non-smoker. Mature. 265-3801. I 1122
ROOM AVAILABLE IN three bedroom home. $173
plus \11 utilities (appro~ SJO),, Orad/junior/senior.
Non-smoker. 15 min from UNM. 1 block from
Central bus... much more. Pbilip 761•3346 D; 299•
8611 weekend.
11115
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY llpt SUO/month, Also
niccJ or4 bdtm apanmeJ\t W/fiteplace$4SO/month,
wat<rlt~•• both paid. 1605 Oold SE. 281·9832, 266:!009. Monte Vilta Real Estate.
11122
AFTER CHRISTMAS ROOM and Soatd dtfertd in
C>thanse fot lrailsponins two children. Safe, reliable
rat necessary. 243-2635 afler6 pm.
12/16
Ql!IET NON-SMOKING GRADUATE student Is
lookingfotroom nearUNM. 277·j986.
il/22
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. TWO.bdrm,
two-bath api. Rent SJ63/each, eleelphone $40 each
total. I$ mins trom UNM.291·8763 evenings. I J/22
FOR RENT: LARGE nice one-bedroom apartment.
$170 month. 256-1122.
J1/20

Autos

available 6 .a.m. to noon and noon to 6 p.m. Send
resume; PO Box 40130, Alb., 871%. Apply In person
at4314 MesaG.randeSE,
11127
XI.RTLAND AIR FORCE Base seeks .cooperative
education graduate. students In Business or Public
Administration. Student• must be beginning
graduates, complete their masters degree within 30
months; have a minimum of 3.0 gpa. Application is
for Spring '86. For further Information and ap.
plication, contact Cooperative Education, Student
Services Center Room 227, or call277-6568,
11/26
SALES PEOPLE NEEDED In Old Town shop, Full·
time/part-time. 842·8102,
11/26
KIRTLAND AIR FORCE Basil seeks undergraduate
students in BCS, Math and Physicis. Must be highly
motivated; have a minirnum of 2.0 spa: and a
minimum of 45 hours. Appli.cation Is for Spring '86,
For further information and application, contact
Coop:rative Education, Student Services Center
Room227, or call277-6568,
11/26
WAlTERS, WAITRESSES, COOK, .prep cooks,
dishwashers: experience prerd. Will train. Apply in
pmon. Lost Fisherman, Nob Hill Shopping Center,
Central and Carlisle,
11/22
MAKE MONEY, HAVE fun. First·class live en·
tertalnmen.t night club nowhlrlng 20 dancers, cocktail
waitress. Full/part time. Now interviewing 1I a.m.-10
p.m. daily, 298-1868. 2294 Wyoming NEat Menaul.
11/30
OVERSEAS JOBS. SUMMER, yr. round. Europe,
S, America, Australia, Asia. All fields, $90().2000
mo, Sightseeing. Free Info: write JJC, PO BoK 52·
NMI, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
I1/22
NEW CLUB NEEDS at once: dancers, cocktail
waitress, bartender, Full or parttime, Apply3 p.m.·9
p.m. daily In person, 831·202(). 2900 Coors NW.
Come in now I.
Jl/30

Work-Study
POSITION AVAILABLE AT RIDEPOOL. Oaln
valuable computer experience, public reladons, Call
277·3422.
11/22

Travel
NEED RIDE TO Miami Dec. 26 or 27, .Call Carolyn
242-6$53.
tfn

FOUND SKI .GLOVES, Ortega Hall. Identify and
claim at ManPn Hall Rooml31.
I 1/25
LOST; WOMEN'S GOLD wedding band. Contact
Barbara 277-2230.
11/26
KEYS; LARGE BRASS disll ~m ring with lnscriptioo
... Special Olympics, Please call 277-3803, 2:30,5:00
M·F.
JJ/2S
SUNTRAN P.ASS PLUS found, R, Riddle please
claim In 131 Marron Hall.
11/22
LOST: ENGAGEMJ;:NT RING. Reward offered if
found and returned, No questions aske<!l Is of great
sentimental value. Possibly lost In Ladies Room In
Nortbrope Hall, Contact Christine R. 299·6195.1 1/22
LOST NOVEMBER 8 IN Zimmeonan Library
Ladies Restroom: TJ60 calculator, REWARPIII (H)
242·7438; (W) 765.9337. Ron.
12/3
IF YOUR LOST keys aren't here, Chris opens !o~ks
and fits keys. Chris's lnd~or Store, 11911 Harvard
SE, din:<:tly behind Natural Sound. 262-2107,
ttn
CLAIM \'OUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. daily,
tfn

MlsceUaneous
HIT AND RUN Sunday evening between 3:30 and
7:00 by Popejoy Hall. Witnesses please call277·3803,
2;30.5;00 M-F.
11/25
DEAD OR AILING Imported cars wanted. Cash fQr
your import, running or not. Scott 243-1366, 281·
2380.
11/25
WANTED: DOWNHILL SKIS and poles Tor
beginner to rent for week long ski trip. Also boots 5lzc
9 (womens), Erlca296-639J.
11/25
CHRISTMAS AT KAUFMAN'S. We have the gifts:
knives, sweaters, books, kids' fatigues, more, Oift
ideas for the whole family. Kaufman's West, a real
Army-Navy store. 1660 Eubank NE, 293·2300. 11/22
Af'FORDABLE LEATHER JACKETS. $5()..$100.
Sorry sold QUI, More next week. Kaufman's West, a
real Army-Navy store, 1660 Eubank NE, 293·2300,

. . lt/22

XEROX 810.11, KAYPRO II, 0•borne1 printers,
moderns. Another Byte The Used Computer Store.
1911 Eubank NE. 292·8211.
11127
$10·5360 WEEKLY/UP Mailing Circulars! No
quotasl Sincerely Interested rush self-addressed
envelope: Success, PO Box 470CEO, WQodstock, IL
60098.
II/2S
EYEGLASSES, WHOLESALE l'O the public.
Quality generic and desl8llcr eyewear at wholesale
prices. Sport frames and sunglasses, Dunedalf!
Opticians. 255·2000. 118 Washington SE.
tfn
CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS! Place your ad
today, 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

Employment

Housing

For Sale

~--~----------------------------------~~-~

Daily Lobo Display Advertising
More Than 150 Typefaces Available
2n-ssss

THE

T_CLfCTIC

'DOM~TIC

Providing a variety of Home Management Services

'-PATTY RDRK

~~t\Sta ~trtet11._ . .

Lobo Classifieds
Just 17¢ per word per
Issue! Check it out today at
131 Marron Hall.

~'

Hour

Every Saturday Eve. 1pm
Carlisle Gym

Teaching-Beginners Welcome
,.------------.-.~-.....-..
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FOLKDANCING
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242-0424J

I

I . . .·
c.ItO.· o:~. ...·1.-'l bllo,S.
C•lllrOI I
. .•
26S,4717
I
I Two slices of cheese pizza
1
.1 and • lg. soli drink $2.25 E• "·'t·Mi
of
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

51 Noah's. son
52 School text
1 Fabled bird 54 Opera
4 Asian guitar 58 Meat cut
9 Eva's friend 60 - and
14 State: abbr.
downs
15 Dobbin
61 Giant
16 Miscue
62 Practical
17 Acted up
64 German
19 Fasts
province
20 Panic
66 Callow
21 Stanley- 67 Nest
22 lhsf<mt: abbr. 68 Virginia
23 Stout's Wolfe
name
24 High home
69 German
26 Inventory
region
29 - and
70 Perfume
71 CIA's
don'ts
31 And so on:
forerunner
abbr.
32Stimulus
DOWN
33 Owing
36 Erase
1Latln
38 Fury
2 Vestment
3Wood
39 Twisting
41 Crusader's
4 Artificial
foe
5 Foresters'
43 Period
org.
44 Walked over 6 Ceasefire
7 Guaranteed
46 !ntroduce
8 Breathers
47Graphs
49 Kind of
9 Scatters
10 Bay windows
hockey
50 Thing: law
11 Cliff

PREVIOUS
PUZZLE SOLVED

12 Tosspot
13 "-truly"
18 Wears
24 Oregon city
25 Pastries
27 More certain
28 Ontario river
30 Last .notice
33 Particulars
34 Girl's name
35 curtains
37 Coastbird
40 Matin
divisions
42Set upon

45 Ambiguous
48Smirks
53 Apart
55 European
land: comb.
form
56 Europeans
57 Mountain
range
59 Nota~
61 Examine
62 Sound of
disgust
63 Three: it.
65 Pigeon

